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To Whom it May Concern:
I have always been in favor of clean and affordable sources of energy for my home and for the non profit housing
development organizations that I am a part of. I am especially in favor of lower cost, safe and efficient energy sources
for the 150 unit senior resident in which I am the President.
I believe it is essential that this nation utilize the scientific knowledge and resources that are available to ensure the most
clean, safe, affordable and re useable energy sources we have at hand.
I have always been an advocate for scientific research that has advanced our civilization but also concern about the safe
use of technology. I was not until I had the pleasure to visit the Indian Point Nuclear Power plant in New York State that I
realized how safe nuclear re usable energy was. I was very impressed not only by the pre cautions for the containment of
spent fuel I was also impressed by the physical and electronic safeguards at the plant.
Also, learning that the Indian Point plant provides approximately 25% of the electrical power to New York City, I now know
that it is important that it continue to operate in order for me and other NYC residents continue to receive affordable
electrical power. I can only imaging how high the cost of electrical power will be for me if it was provided entirely by oil and
fossil fuels in dollars and in clean air.
It is therefore my desire, hope and dreams that the operating license for Indian Point be extended and also that more safe
and re useable energy sources be developed for this nation.
Sincerely
Reginald Shell
724. Macon Street
President, Cornerstone Sandy Ray Elderly HDFC., Brooklyn, NY
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